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Make your office safe and productive
Restore your office during the pandemic almost to full capacity!

Markant offers an affordable solution that is not only safe 

and extremely durable, but may restore your office during the 

pandemic to almost full capacity again*. People in the office 

will be safe and feel safe, provided your office has good air 

ventilation. Covid-19 is then no longer a reason not to go to 

the office. Working from home is then a privilege again, not an 

obligation. 

The crisis around Covid-19 has taught us how vulnerable we are and 

how quickly a virus may spread. Underneath some how to’s returning 

back to the office during pandemic:

• design the workplace in a safe way?

• increase the capacity of the office?

• manage the change?

• deal with all the anti-Covid-materials after the crisis?

*Depending on local regulations and internal transportation capacity.
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Waste of materials

Lateron, in the post pandemic, the environment should not be polluted with all kinds of 

temporary Covid-19 office solutions. Markant focused on the right balance between safe, 

temporary and after-life. 

When there will be a vaccine available and Covid-19 office solutions no longer will be 

needed, Ecovid Screens will be easy to remove and fully separated to mono-materials. 

Ideal for recycling. That is why rivets are used instead of glue and the amount of materials 

reduced as much as possible.
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* 13 full workstations without Covid accessories*

GUARD HOUSE
Markant Office Furniture Sdn. Bhd. 
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ORDER

KEEP DISTANCE
1.5 METER

ONE PERSON
PER ENTRY

Without Ecovid half of all workstations (ground floor) at 
Markant Office Furniture in Malaysia are not in use

As a consequence of the social distance regulations less than half of the workstations can be used during the pandemic.

Fence
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ROUND
ABOUT

SCREEN XL

ECOVID
SCREEN SET WELCOME
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MAXIMUM
CAPACITY

THE ARROW

WAIT HERE

CHAIR DOT

KEEP DISTANCE

OUT OF
ORDER

With Ecovid all workstations can be used during pandemi.

The Ecovid system offers a full solution to maximise the use of an office during pandemic. Desk screens, connectable separations walls, 
roundabouts, signage and planning assistance.

Walls around building
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Please make new render.

Ecovid Workstation series
Ecovid desk screens are 80cm high and it's three-sided 
screens solutions protect office workers properly in both 
standing and sitting positions.

To work healthy and productively, the office must be a safe place. The Ecovid 

Workstations series provides a safe haven in an office. 

Strong cross-corrugated cardboard is used as a frame for transparent PET 

screens. This is a sturdy and good looking solution. The feet are flat packed 

and easy to assemble and can be fixed to the desktop with the included Tesa 

57550 removable powerstrips (60x30mm). The strips are removable after use. 

Beware that most other tapes used for these applications are just packaging 

tape that are difficult and really costly to remove.
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One item fits all rectangular desks
The telescopic sliding screen makes one single Ecovid desk screen 

unit fit all desks from 120 cm until 180 cm wide. Always on stock at 

your dealer and always fits your desk. It works great together with 

most monitor arms. 

For Wing desks there is the Wing Ecovid desk screen. The screens 

are linked together in the corners with Cartonclips to limit 

throughput. There is also a safe cable entry in the centre screen.

Safe 
Especially in the Corona era, working healthy is important.

With a height of 80 cm, the Ecovid screens protect all employees 

in both sitting and standing positions. Especially in the Corona era, 

working healthy is important. 

Work sitting and standing
Ecovid screens protect all employees in both sitting and standing 

positions

With an 80 cm deep desk, the screen will protrude 40 cm 

backwards to protect you and your neighbours sideways.  

After researching different depths, Markant concluded that the 

balance between safety and convenience is optimal with these 

dimensions.

Sliding adjustble single item solution from 120 til 180 cm wide

Fits behind most monitor arms
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Do not touch 
Frequent cleaning of transparent screens in the office is 

quite costly. Furthermore many of in general used plastic 

materials are sensitive to scratches and not resistant to 

the sanitisers used to fight Covid. 

Our solution is simple: Do not touch the screens in order 

to reduce the need to clean these often. Cardboard is less 

able to retain viruses such as covid-19. Do not touch signs 

are placed on the screen to get this message across.
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Ecovid Acrylic meeting and hot desk solutions 
In the future, meetings will be held more often digitally, but good 

meeting rooms will become even more essential in today's and 

tomorrow's offices. 

Recyclable construction acrylic meeting screens
The thickness of the acrylic screen is limited to 3 mm in order to 

save material. As compensation, the base is reinforced with 2 metal 

plates of 20 cm high. The acrylic and metal plates are provided with 

4 holes at the bottom through which 4 wooden dowels are inserted 

in holes of the wooden blocks. These dowels are not glued so that 

at the end of life only the blocks can be pulled apart and the parts 

will automatically fall apart into mono-materials.
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240 x 120 cm

200 x 100 cm

300 x 120 cm

Acrylic meeting and hot desk system
The 80 cm high acrylic screens are cross connectable at the wooden 

base. With Acryclips on top, the screens are transformed to one 

dividing solution. With this “one size fits all” formula you can make 

meeting room more safe at higher occupancy rates. In the end-of-

life, the wooden elements can be easily removed from the metal 

and acrylic without tools. Metal sheets improve strength enabling 

less Acrylic to be used.
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Ecovid meeting and hot desk series 
Like the Ecovid Workstation series, Ecovid Screens can be combined 

and connected to work as meeting and hot desk configurations. 

XL Screen
With the XL screen (180cm wide and 195cm high) the human traffic can be guided through 

narrow paths (90 cm). For this purpose, these screens can be linked together at the top and 

bottom of the screens. In accordance with Covid standards, the distance of the sign from 

the floor is 40cm.
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Maximum capacity Sign
This sign is intended to be used on doors of 

meeting rooms, sanitary blocks, elevators 

etc. With a black marker the maximum 

amount of people can be indicated.

Wait here Sign
When entering a building, getting your cup 

of coffee, taking the elevator. In the daily 

routine there are places where people may 

have to wait for their turn. The wait here 

dot ensures them of a safe waiting spot

Welcome station

The arrow Sign
People are only allowed to walk in one 

direction

Keep distance Sign
Sign to remind us to keep distance

MAX 
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WAIT
HERE
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Office traffic 
management 

The Ecovit system also offers a suite 
of signs and a roundabout that can be 
used throughout the office to ensure 
safe and efficient use of the office 

When you enter the office, it must be clear 

what you can expect and what the people 

at the office may expect from you. That is 

why the Covid-19 regulations of the office 

are clearly communicated at the Welcome 

station in the entrance to the office. 

A series of simple office conduct guidelines 

are explained on the welcome station at the 

entrance. There is also a special space for 

offering a dispenser of Covid hand cleaning.

Markant also offers support to adapt offices 

during the pandemic 

KEEP
DISTANCE

CovidCompliantOffi  ce.com
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Out of order Sign
Sometimes there is no safe way to sit or 

work at a certain location. You can use the 

out of order sign here.

Chair dot Sign 
The chair dot is the designated place for a 

chair in the room. If the chair is positioned 

at this position it is safe to use

BUITEN
GEBRUIK

CovidCompliantOffice.com

OUT OF
ORDER
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CHAIR
DOT

Roundabout
Roundabout pilars with a protecting 

diameter of 100cm and a heigt of 195 cm, 

regulate office traffic safely and productive 

in busy and narrow areas. This ensures 

distance between traffic flows and along 

workplaces. There is as well a left as a right 

handed version.

Integrated in the pillar is a space made  

for a dispenser for Covid-19 hand sanitizer.

On the Roundabout proper Covid-19 

behavior is promoted.

Working towards a safe future
At Markant we are happy to think along with you together with our local partners. Working 

healthy is an important theme for Markant, even more now than ever. Fortunately, choices 

made in the past, taken with ergonomic considerations in mind, are perfectly applicable in 

the office of the future. The Max Wing, Hybrid Wing and Matrix Pro Wing are all grouped 

workstations where workers are more than 2 meters away from each other.

The mascot shown is called Mgenie. Mgenie, the illustrations and signs are copyrighted by 

Studio MacLatour and Markant Office.

Hand washing instruction
This important measure against 

Covid-19 is printed on static film (A4) 

intended to be hung on mirrors or 

tile walls at washbasins.
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Wet your hands

Rub your palms 
together

Wash with closed 
fi ngers

Rinse with water

Use hand sanitizer

On top and between 
the fi ngers

Clean your thumbs 
in the palms of your 
hands

Dry your hands with 
a paper towel

Start washing

Inside and 
between the fi ngers

Don’t forget the 
wrists

Dispose the used 
paper towel

Wash your hands properly, 
in 20 seconds.
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Markant Malaysia & Australia

apac@markantoffice.com

Markant The Netherlands

sales@markantoffice.com

markantoffice.com

Order form
Company  

Name   

Shipping adress  

Street  

Number  

City  

Postalcode  

Country  

Email  

Phone  

Price EUR Price AUD Price USD Packed 

per

# Total 

amount

Ecovid workstation set for 
rectangular desks
1210 x 810 x 200 cm

€ 135 $ 221 $ 153
5

Ecovid workstation set for 
Wing desks
1210 x 810 x 200 cm

€ 120 $ 195 $ 135 5

Meeting room set 
for four persons
120 x 810 x 210 cm

€ 300 $ 491 $ 339 3

XL screen

1260x1810x25cm
€ 85 $ 139 $ 96 1

Welcome station € 150 $ 245 $ 170 1

Roundabout € 150 $ 245 $ 170 1

Max Capacity

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Wait here

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Do not use

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Chair dot

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Arrow

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Keep distance

20 x 20 cm
€ 8 $ 13 $ 9 1

Washing instructions

1 A4
€ 9 $ 15 $ 10 1

total order

order date            /              /   signature

Covid compliant office v1.5. Actual colors may differ from print and digital preview. 1564-MAI-Covid compliant brochure


